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SURPRISES ON THE SWISS-GERMAN BORDER

ROB MORREY/EDITOR

Source: AHPS's 'Philately of Switzerland: An Introductory Handbook'

Rob Morrey's article in the March edition of the Swiss Railways Society's journal Swiss Express describes his visit
to the area between Konstanz and Schaffhausen where, when taking a relatively short journey by train and bus,
he criss-crossed the unmarked Swiss-German border a number of times. His principal destination was B üsingen on
the north shore of the River Rhine (population 1,450) which is part of Germany, but is completely surrounded by
Canton Schaffhausen on three sides and Canton Thurgau to the south across the river. He describes it as "a small
corner of Germany that is forever Switzerland. Over the years the inhabitants have tried to merge into the
surrounding country, but it hasn't happened, even though tax and other complications can make daily life
difficult." The Swiss Franc is the common currency in Büsingen, although the Euro is also legal tender. Their
children attend a German junior school but then go on to a senior school run by the Swiss educational system.
Under a special treaty signed in 1967 it is within the Swiss customs territory which entitles it to special treatment
in certain respects e.g. although belonging to Germany it is not part of the E.U. - it has two postcodes: D-78266 for
Germany, CH-8238 for Switzerland; and both Swiss and German stamps can be used for postage. When Michael
Rutherfoord visited the town, about seven years ago, he found that using the Swiss rather than the German postal
code would reduce the cost of mailing a letter from Baden in Switzerland to B üsingen by 20c. Today both
postcodes are displayed at the Post Office entrance but the building clearly shows 'Deutsche Post' in big letters on
its façade. Outside the building there are two Pay Phone boxes, one for Swisscom and one for Deutsche Telekom.
Luckily for Rob, there was only one counter queue inside. Pictured above is a postcard to Luzern showing it was
accepted at and mailed from Büsingen PO and then carried to Schaffhausen, cancelled and placed in the Swiss
mail system. To reduce the cost of such fascinating cross-border journeys, Rob suggests the purchase of a
Euregiokarte which covers travel on trains and buses along the Swiss, German and Austrian sections of the shore
of the Bodensee and beyond. Pictures: above right - International bus 25 outside B üsingen Town Hall; below –
Main Street and the Rhine at Büsingen, "divided loyalties" and Swiss and German 'phone boxes.

Thankyou to Mr. Morrey, the Swiss Railways Society and the American H.P.S. for enabling publication of this article.
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A QUARREL ABOUT WALTER: POLEMIC CONCERNING THE STAMPS ISSUED IN 1907 PART 2 ULRICH FEHLMANN
The first part of this article appeared in the April, 2015 edition of the HPS Newsletter (pp. 30-33). The article was
first published in the "Schweizerischen Briefmarken-Zeitung" (SBZ) in 2013. It was translated into English by
Heinrich Heissinger and the English translation was published in the AHPS's "Tell" in July 2014. It is reprinted here
with the gracious permission of the SBZ, the Editor of “Tell“, the author and the translator.
The Campaign of 1907/08 (continued)
Newspapers from the French speaking Cantons usually criticised the martial appearance of the higher values –
this in a time of increasing tension between France and Germany, a few years before the start of WW I. Fig. 13
(below) shows an article from the paper “Feuille d'Avis des Montagnes” Le Locle of 20 th November 1907 (source:
PTT Archive). The clipping says (in French):
“The New Stamps - The Stamp of M. L’Éplattenier of La Chaux-de-Fonds/The Similar German Stamp.
We already had a chance to talk about the new stamps of 5 and 10 Centimes which have been issued, and
about various critical opinions about their subject. Today we show pictures at twice the actual size.
The first stamp above shows the stamp of 10 Centimes, designed by M. L’Éplattenier, professor at La Chauxde-Fonds. This one did not get bad reviews, and it was generally agreed that its composition was excellent.
The figure representing Helvetia shows her of noble character, and the physical features, strongly
accentuated, display energy and calm self-confidence. The right hand holds a sword, the left a laurel
branch; this is on one side the symbol of a military for defence, on the other side of peace.
It is almost unanimously agreed that this stamp does the designer credit. One could only criticise him for
Helvetia’s attitude being too stern, too stiff and too war-like; we add that this figure truly seems to be of
Germanic heaviness, from a French point of view. Moreover, one finds with good reason a clear
resemblance with the stamp of the German empire, a resemblance which the vignettes of the two stamps,
side by side, allow us to verify.”
Other newspapers wrote:
• “On the 10 ct stamp we see a face too stern, too martial, a serious, truly Germanic posture. The
similarity to Germany’s Germania is amazing. If Prussian light continues to infiltrate our national life
ever stronger, then we will soon find our Helvetia beautified, with a shiny spiked helmet …”
('L’Impartial', La Chaux-de-Fonds).
•

“If it comes to stamps and weapons, then we look in the direction of Germany” ('La Suisse').

Newspapers from German speaking Cantons especially attacked the representation of Tellboy. Some suspected a
national heroic figure would lose its heroism:
• “This Tellboy has a silly facial expression – Schiller’s work presents Walter as being intelligent.
Therefore his father was right to take the risk of a second arrow, but this stamp-fool is not worth the
second arrow!” ('National –Zeitung')
•

“The 5 Rappen stamp looks more like a discount-ticket
than a postal stamp. It is unfortunate that a little boy was
chosen, who needed for his first tentative steps the help
of a cross-bow to avoid a somersault. Tell most certainly
would not have taken him along when he hiked through
the high mountains” ('Der Wehntaler, Dielsdorf’).

•

“The cross-bow is a symbol for winning law and justice
from a suppressor, and also for freedom from tyranny”
('Thuner Blatt').

•

“The average citizen wants something pretty for his
money, especially if he has to lick the backside day-in
day-out.” (Quote from ‘Du’ of 1943).

The 10 Rappen stamp was criticised for its colour, the shape of the
mountains, the features of Helvetia and her chest being too flat. The
inscription ‘Franco’ in addition to ‘Helvetia’ (which was supposed to
Fig. 13
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Fig. 15

mean ‘paid for’, not ‘Franken’) gave journalists new cause for cutting remarks. By the way, this word was not
included anymore on later Swiss stamps.
Only a few newspapers printed positive articles. For example: “The design of this picture is a piece of art, a true
gem. With weapons in hand and a strong arm our ancestors gained independence and were able to keep it; with
his crossbow Tell got law and justice from his oppressors and freed the land from the tyrant. And this weapon, the
crossbow, is featured dominantly in the centre of the picture, spanning the picture; the crossbow symbolises the
heritage from our fathers, our national strength, our capability for defence, our individuality. It must be our most
noble, our most important quest: to try to keep what our fathers have won. This is what the crossbow tells us.
Could these ideas, which live in the heart of every true Swiss citizen, be expressed more beautifully, better and
more simply than master Welti did with the stamp’s picture, which tells us so much with so little? Hardly!
Therefore let me repeat: Welti’s stamp is a piece of art, truly Swiss, a gem, and other nations will be rightfully
jealous. It takes a master, a genius, who is able to show something so great and beautiful, using only simple tools.”
This article, from the 'Bund', probably came from the pen of Paul Adrian, the director of the Mint. Several Swiss
artists also judged the stamps to be done well artistically, but others violently requested to destroy the remaining
inventory of the ugly production. The only one without an opinion was the then well- known writer Ernst Zahn,
who found the subject to be meaningless and refused to give a judgement.
Poets, jokers and newspaper readers adopted this subject. Ironic poems and funny reports appeared in many
productions of the press. The 5-Rappen stamp was ridiculed as ‘halbbatzig’ – as its price was half a Batzen
[Translator’s note: ‘halbbatzig’ does mean that something costs half a Batzen. But it also can mean that it is worth
(only) half a Batzen. In this meaning it is used to belittle something or somebody.] “Truly, these were great times
for our traditional patriotic evening gatherings in the taverns of cities and country! In the past weeks everybody
discussed and criticised Welti’s 5 -Rappen stamp of the honourable confederacy. Over and over a new shining joke
appeared, better than the previous one. Criticism grew like bamboo in the tropics and true legions of upset
fighters, concerned with art, arise in places where normally only dice hit the table and only politics and local news
create excitement. Love of the fine arts has awakened, it is a pleasure to be alive! In ‘Athens on the Limmat’
[Zürich] a Swiss committee has been formed, charged with accepting judgements concerning new Swiss stamps,
and, as Schopenhauer would say, to distill an average judgement from the single opinions submitted, and to
publish the result ‘in a proper way’.“ ('Berner Rundschau')
The new stamps were an important subject even during the Mardi Gras of 1908 in Basle; the postal administration
added pamphlets of three Basle Mardi Gras groups into its black book. Fig. 14 (above) is a Label printed by the
“Gossip – Group” of Basle. Mardi Gras 1908 (PTT Archive-Bern). It is written in Swiss-German dialect and
addresses the new stamps of 5 and 10 Rappen in a humurous way. Tellboy is said to be too little, Helvetia too flatchested.
The paper “Nebelspalter” published several articles and illustrations. Fig. 15 shows the “little” Tell on new pictures
for stamps from “Nebelspalter”, 30th November 1907. (PTT Archive Bern).
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Emilie Schoch of Schaffhausen, the widow of a too-soon-departed member of the National Assembly, came up
with a poem addressing Helvetia’s flat chest on the stamp:
“And you, Helvetia, so proud,
standing stalwart and straight like an arrow!
Your face could not be criticised,
it would honour a princess,
but what primarily adorns a woman you lack,
you do not have a beautiful body!
And even the most noble minds
Would not want a woman from Flatcity,
therefore round out a little, Helvetia!
Then your fame will be assured!” (from Jürg Schoch: Am Rand).
Who profited from the campaign

Fig. 17

Fig. 16

Not only newspapers used this subject to better their profits. As early as November of 1907 the lithographic firm
Wolf of Basle printed several picture postcards, which modified the picture on stamps with Tellboy and also with
Helvetia, to caricatures, and added ironic poetry in German or French. Other firms produced similar postcards
about this subject, and they obviously sold well and are still in favour in today’s auctions (Fig. 16 – 18).
Fig. 16 (above) shows a postcard of 1907 with a satirical picture of Tellboy. Fig. 17 shows an ironic postcard of
1907, featuring the Helvetia motif. (Translator's note: The inscription means: “Berne has treated me very badly”.
The finger pointing at the chest is easily understood: it is flat there! However there is a little symbolism, which the
average American might not understand, or overlook: Helvetia's right hand does not hold a Laurel branch any
more, it now holds a little flower. The German word for it is 'Mauerbluemchen', 'wallflower' in English. The
German term is used for an unattractive girl, who has problems finding a boy-friend. Picture a garden full of
beautiful flowers. There is also a weed with a tiny unattractive flower. The weed knows it would not fit in with the
beauties, so it finds a spot as far away as possible, at the foot of the wall surrounding the garden. Here it will be
less noticed, and nobody will make cruel fun of it.) Fig. 18 shows a postcard of 1907 with another satirical picture
of Tellboy.

Fig. 18

Fig. 19

Fig. 20

Pretty soon postcards with the motif of the 1907 stamps followed, arranged as “stamp-language” (Fig. 19). Stamps
with purely fantasy pictures were also produced, including those showing Tellboy (Fig. 20).
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The umbrella manufacturer Hoigné of Zürich advertised his products late in 1907 with a modified drawing of
Tellboy. Fig. 21 shows a version from the 'NZZ' of 12th December 1907 (PTT Archive-Bern).

Fig. 22

Fig. 21

New proposals for stamp design
As early as spring of 1907 the association of Swiss organisations for the promotion of tourism had sent a letter to
the Federal Council. The association claimed that most people judged the planned stamps as less than pretty, and
it requested the Council to choose more aesthetical and tourism friendly designs for the new stamps. It also
brought up financial arguments: collectors would hold on to especially pretty stamps, resulting in additional
income for the Federation. Still, the Federal Council gave a negative answer, as it saw “at this time no reason to
change the lower denominations” (Federal Archive in Berne). Later on, a postcard appeared, which pictured the
Association's proposed designs for stamps featuring landscapes (Fig. 22).

Fig. 23

Fig. 24

Fig. 25

Many newspapers made proposals for different designs. Especially collectors pointed out that other countries
issued stamps much prettier than Switzerland. They pointed to the sower of France, the 1906 series of BosniaHerzegovina, the swan of Western Australia, the camel of Sudan and numerous others. Proposals for designs
featuring Switzerland were common: the Tell monument in Altdorf, the Rütli, other heroes of Swiss history, the
panoramic view of all well-known Swiss mountains, trains, castles and lakes, chamois, Saint Bernard dogs, eagles
and many more. The Postal Administration received numerous designs from poor artists. All of them were refused
and wound up in the collection book. Three examples are shown in Figs. 23-25 above. Source: PTT Archive-Bern.
The “committee to receive judgements about the new Swiss stamps” mentioned by the paper “Berner
Rundschau” (see above) received many opinions, but the vast majority of them were negative of the new stamps,
especially of the Tellboy design. As expected, the ‘average opinion’ did not result in a constructive proposal.

Fig. 26

The Tages-Anzeiger’s Initiative
On Christmas Day of 1907 the Tages-Anzeiger of Zürich
initiated a popular vote of its readers under the motto: “a
popular vote about the question of our stamps”. A card was
available at newspaper kiosks, featuring the two stamps of
1907 and twelve other designs (Fig. 26). The sender was
asked to vote. The sender’s own ideas could be drawn on the
address side of the card. Fig. 27 (next page) shows the
address side of an unsent voting card with a suggested stamp
design. The card reads: “Please note! Cash prizes of Fr. 100
and 50, and prizes in the form of framed pictures priced at
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Fig. 28

Fr. 40 and 20 each, will be awarded to the persons whose estimates of which stamp picture will be liked best, and
how many votes of the first 30,000 votes it received, come closest to the result of the final tally. This space is
reserved in case you want to use it to draw your own idea”.
In the following days the paper reported that there was much interest by the public. An article in the January 1908
edition of 'Tages Anzeiger' (Fig. 28) reads: “Stamp-designs submitted by our readers: In the last few days our
readers have sent to us a great number of designs for stamp pictures. We intend to feature some of these and
offer here already two of them.” A ranking was never published, and the promised prize money was not awarded.
This was probably because the requirement for a minimum of 30,000 cards submitted was too high, and because
the postal administration refused to mail the cards as printed matter. The Tages-Anzeiger ended the initiative on
13th February 1908, presenting some designs chosen from the submitted cards. Unused voting cards became a
favourite collector’s item, and the two colour variations can still be found today in auctions. The author of this
article has never seen a used card. Unfortunately the archive of the 'Tages Anzeiger' has no documents about the
action of 1907 any more.
The storm in the press fades away
The Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung devoted much space to this subject and printed between early 1907 and early
1908 many of the articles written in French or German, mostly without any commentary.
After many months of polemics in most of the Swiss papers and some also in the foreign press and in the
international philatelic papers, the interest in a discussion about the Tellboy and Helvetia stamps faded away.
People started to realise that the postal authority’s conception of stamp issues had evolved over many years and
was not likely to be changed at present. They also realised that the design of stamps was not a simple task. Early
in 1908 it became known that Albert Welti as well as Charles L’Éplattenier had come up with new drawings for a
revised edition of their stamps. The new representation was judged to be better, even though there were a few
discussions about the wrong position of the crossbow’s string.
Tellboy: a long sequel
Albert Welti returned to Switzerland after a lengthy stay abroad, and in 1908 he made an etching, which
illustrated his disappointment with the dislike the Swiss population expressed against his stamp showing Tellboy.
Under the title ‘Return to the beloved home country’ we see a family on a horse-drawn wagon, approaching a
burning pyre; ecstatic naked people dance around the pyre, and in its centre is a wooden platform with Tellboy
holding on to a crossbow, and with an apple in the other hand (Fig. 29). The etching is still in the family of Paul
Adrian, the only one who had sided with Albert Welti in the quarrel of the press.

Fig. 29

Fig. 30
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Switzerland started to love Tellboy; hardly another theme of a stamp was sold for such
a long time by the post offices. Many changes in colour, rates, and paper, as well as
over-prints, turned the ‘Tällebüebli’ [‘Tällebüebli’ is ‘Tellboy’ in the Swiss dialect. Tälle =
Tell, büebli = Bube = boy] into a collector’s favourite. Fig. 30 (previous page) shows
Postal card Nr. 48 with mixed franking of Cross and Numeral with different types of the
Tellboy stamp. The 1907 stamp edition was the beginning of a new field for collectors:
the modern Swiss issues. The stamps of 1907 were valid until 31 st December, 1932;
Fig. 31
later Tellboy-issues were valid until the end of 1942. In 2009 Welti’s Tellboy appeared
for a last time on a Swiss stamp: for the 100 year jubilee of the association of Swiss stamp dealers ( SBHV) a stamp
was issued, the design incorporating a drawing of the Tellboy stamp of 1909 (Fig. 31 © Die Post).
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REPORT OF THE NORTHERN GROUP MEETING IN MARCH 2015

NORTON WRAGG

David Hope gave his Chairman’s display entitled ‘Switzerland 1914-18’. Beginning with the historical background of
the frontiers at the beginning of the 1st World War, David explored the mobilisation of the Swiss Army to defend
the borders with France and Germany - using first the Landwehr (reservists aged 32-44) in the border areas until
the full time army could be deployed to these areas. We saw cards produced by the military showing their work
and also patriotic themes. Mail cancelled with feldpost cancellations identifying the different regiments followed.
David then displayed mail originating in the internment camps where both military prisoners of war and refugees
from the occupied areas were held. He explained how these were segregated into different nationalities and that
financial recompense was claimed from the relevant governments as Switzerland was a neutral nation. The work
of the Humanitarian agencies was illustrated with Red Cross covers and cards used for tracing and monitoring
prisoners of war as well as their bureau of assistance in Berne which received donations and distributed food
parcels to prisoners in many European countries. Other agencies doing similar work were also shown. The final
section covered the treatment of Swiss mail sent to or through the war zone. This included examples of
censorship both by the warring countries and the destination countries to ensure that no sensitive information
was being passed to their citizens. Once again David showed an extensive knowledge of his subject and provided a
display of quality material to illustrate the situation during this period of war.
THE AMERICAN PHILATELIC RESEARCH LIBRARY - A recent acquisition reported in its journal may be of interest to
some specialist collectors: 'Winkler Faller and Co., AG; A stamp printing press installation chronology and dummy
stamps listing' by Glenn H. Morgan – Journal - 'Dummy Stamps' No. 27 (2012).
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RICHARD DONITHORN

Postage Due – Martin Mantell (above left) and Bob Medland (above right) entertained 17 fellow members during
a most enjoyable day at the very well-appointed Legacy Rose and Crown riverside hotel in Salisbury. As our
President Claude Mistely said in his vote of thanks, this subject is a particularly complex philatelic subject and the
speakers did a superb job in bringing together so many diverse information sources, including their own
researches, to provide those present with a much deeper understanding of its more curious aspects. Here are a
small selection of the "gems of wisdom" that could be gleaned from the 220+ sheets of stamps and covers that
passed before our eyes.
Bob began with an introduction to the various issues of postage due stamps (are they correctly termed stamps or
labels?) used from 1878 to 1955, including explanations as to the bewildering variety of designs, colour shades,
denominations, papers, control marks, watermarks, frame-types, inversions, overprints, etc. not to mention flaws
or "ink-clogged rays". A maze to even the most specialised collector.
Some tips for those seeking stamp rarities – be careful when purchasing the so-called "blue-greens" – they were
only in use for 12 months so there was an incentive to unscrupulous dealers to add a chemical dye to recreate this
colour. Tell-tale signs of "forgeries" include no date or obscured date visible in the cancel, a deep black or
smudged cancel or traces of red in the centre of the stamp. Finding a single 1c Postage Due on cover is a
particularly difficult challenge – two such covers were shown on the day.
The display moved on to the broad topic of postage due postal history. There are no comprehensive reference
works which pull together all the known information on this subject. Different people have different information,
which sometimes conflicts. The 'Zack' books can be very helpful on postal due methodology. The Specialised
Zumstein and Michel catalogues contain tables of the more common postage rates. A particularly useful reference
work is the privately printed 'International Postage Rates 1890s – 1957' by Michael Furfie published in 2010 with
financial support from the British Postage Due Mail Study Group (email contact – postage-rates@hotmail.co.uk).
When attempting to understand the "what, when, how or why?" of a particular postage due cover there are many
issues to take into account and, frustratingly, examining the "rule book" including the UPU Reglations of the time
is often not enough. Local post offices or authorities may have applied their own specific rules/methods or an
individual postal clerk may have "strayed from the accepted procedure" – on many occasions the collector may
have to resort to surmise when describing their cherished item. "Open to interpretation" is often the order of the
day.
Postage Due may be raised on unfranked or underfranked mail, re-directed mail, etc. For international mail, there
is a general premise that Switzerland taxed incoming, underfranked mail in relation to standard foreign letter rates
– in addition to shortfalls in respect of surcharges required for special services such as Express, Insured, Bulk
Mailing or Registered Post. Taxe was "normally" charged at double the deficiency (once converted to Swiss
centimes) but there were various, official exceptions to the rule.
Philatelists seeking difficult challenges might consider collecting postage dues on Foreign Mail, International
Offices, Official Mail, Red Cross Mail or even Feldpost! Postage dues used as postage stamps and cancelled by the
postal staff are a particular novelty.
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Individual postmen were responsible for collecting the postage due. The amount due marks, the stamps and
associated labels were required for accounting purposes. When calculating postage due the postal clerks in the
various offices are believed to have had some standard 'tables' available to them to simplify the calculation
process, but may not have always catered for the circumstances of a particular cover. The calculations were
particularly complicated when the addressee was "not found" and one or more forwarding addresses were used,
sometimes in different countries.
In the mid 19th century, rather than write the amount of postage due on the cover, particular post offices created
hand stamps for the more common due-figures. The so-called "schnörkel hieroglyphs” used on mail between
Switzerland and France are intriguing. Later hand-stamps in various numeric forms are very collectible, whether
from the larger city offices of Bern and Basel or scarcer examples from smaller offices: well worth seeking out are
those of Brienz in the 1850s, Magadine in the 1860s and Balsthal in the 1880s.
The calculation of international postage due became particularly difficult in the aftermath of World War I. The
Latin monetary union had collapsed and other currencies were subject to hyper-inflation. So the Madrid
Convention of the UPU in 1920 revised the overseas letter rate in terms of a new, notional currency - the "gold
centime". this set a standard, a fiscal Rosetta Stone, by which the relationships between different countries’
currencies could be calculated.
TPO staff didn't have time to identify and calculate any postage due on mail posted on the train so no
stamps/marks were applied. However, any postage due on mail destined for abroad would be struck with one of
the normal ‘T’ hand-stamps when it passed through one of the exchange offices before despatch into the internal
mail system.
When the decision to discontinue postage due stamps was made in 1954, post offices were instructed to use
regular definitives and certain commemorative issues only to collect postage due fees, Initially they were
specifically instructed to cancel these with the standard c.d.s. cancel, this caused confusion with the public and
the P.T.T. changed this from 1/6/1956 that these stamps were now to be cancelled with a 'T' canceller (T = 'taxe' in
the international postal language of French). This created a whole new field of collecting for 'T' cancelled stamps.
Collecting a complete set of stamps of different design which could potentially have been T-cancelled could be a
lifetime's quest. Unusual items in the display included 'T's on charity stamps, coil stamps, soldier stamps and UN
HQ and Official stamps.
In the Swiss system, if a fee could not be collected at first attempt, any postage due on the cover would be
'cancelled' (Ungultig/Annule) and additional stamps added at each subsequent delivery attempt. Martin observed
that on 90% of his (post-1956) covers with 'dues' applied a 2nd time - they were cancelled with a c.d.s. datestamp
and not with the 'T' cancel. He suspects there is a postal regulation to this effect, but to date has not seen
anything published in literature to confirm this. A variation on the theme was provided by automated franking for
collection of postage due using Haslar machines, which were used in 16 large post offices for 20 years from c1970.
The afternoon was rounded off by displays by two members, John Milliner (27 sheets) and Eric Gill, who may not
be so dedicated to Postage Dues as Bob and Martin, but enjoy the covers they have acquired during their
collecting lives. Among those shown were postage dues applied to a cover of a charity using their own frank
stamps and to a cover to Hungary with Pro Juventute stamps posted in November 1917.
SMALL AD from Peter Hobbs – Want a catalogue? I have some going back to 1909! What do you want? Ring me on
01225 310971. I also have past copies of the 'Swiss Philatelist from 1951 to 1986.

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•
Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.
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EDITOR

This year, the Spring version of the bi-annual British National Stamp Exhibition organised by the Philatelic Traders'
Society Ltd. celebrated the 60th Anniversary of the Great Britain Philatelic Society. Eighty of its members produced
a spectacular display of over 200 frames with summaries of each of their contributions in the free 142-page
exhibition catalogue. There were a large number of non-British displays among the 'Stamp Active' Competition
entries (for children 13 years or under) and the senior Traditional and Postal History competitive entries, but Swiss
items were as rare as the proverbial "hen's teeth". A situation sadly too common in recent years. Dr. Brian Callan's
'Graf Zeppelin 127 – Posted On Board Mail' included two nice, early Zeppelin first flight covers from
Friedrichshaven to Lausanne and Zürich in 1929 and 1930 respectively. Arriving at Zürich Airport, the 1930 cover
continued the journey to its destination in Eastern Europe overland. Other displays that caught the eye were Mr.
Terry Wagg's 'History of the UPU' and Mr. Mehmet Guney's 'The U.N. Organisation – Establishment, Structure,
Organisation, Works and Achievements'.
Organisations holding meetings during the four days of the event included the American Stamp Club of GB and
the Study Circles of Burma, Ceylon, Egypt, India, Malta and 'Aden/Yemen and Somaliland'. Stand holders included
the Swiss companies - Corinphila Auktionen and David Feldman. M & R Gunther from Finland drew attention to
their "in-depth stock of Switzerland and Liechtenstein, specialising in Strubels" in the exhibition catalogue.
FORTHCOMING REGIONAL MEETINGS
The Southern Group – Saturday 6th June – David Colman, will entertain with 'Around Standing Helvetia and Other
Material" commencing at 10.30.a.m. at 'The Three Crowns' public house at Whaddon which is just off the A36, 4
miles south east of Salisbury. The October meeting is planned for Saturday 3 rd October – further details to follow.
Further information - in the April edition of the HPSN, on the Society's Website or direct from Werner Gattiker business e-mail address werner@swisstamps.co.uk, Tel. Office: 01273 845501 and Home: 01273 842135.
The Northern Group will resume activity after the summer break – details of the 2015/16 Programme will be
reported in a future edition of the Newsletter. All meetings take place at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge,
Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.pm. Further details from David Hope Tel: 0161 3030091.
LIBRARY NEWS – JOURNALS UPDATE

BOB MEDLAND

A quick summary of journals, publications etc. received into the Library in recent months, noting articles that
might be of interest to members. After each publication, the letters D(utch), G(erman)or E(nglish) indicate the
language in which the article is written.
GANZACHENSAMMLER (POSTAL STATIONERY) (G, E) JUNGFRAUPOST (DUTCH STUDIEGROEP SVITSERLAND) (D, E)
The postal stationery of A. Francke & Co.
Pro Juventute: varieties in 1930-40s issues
Official receipt forms and cards
Vignette cards depicting post buses
POSTSTEMPELSAMMLER (POSTMARKS) (G)
TELL (American Helvetia Philatelic Society) (E)
Unusual items with ‘PP’ marks & cancellations
Unusual items with ‘PP’ marks & cancellations
Coil stamps
1944 censored cover from Mendrisio to Argentina
Bâle Outre Mer date-stamp
If anyone would like to borrow the publications, please let me know – there is no charge except to refund my
postage costs. Alternatively I am happy to scan and email individual articles (within reason) for members. Please
contact me at hirundo@dsl.pipex.com
HELP! - Can anyone come up with a good source of UN Geneva (and other UN offices) or Liechtenstein material –
preferably in this country. (Editor)
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